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ecently, during the annual
hearing on the nation’s
most significant security
threats, James Clapper, director
of national intelligence, testified
before the
Senate Select
Committee on
Intelligence
that “[s]everal
critical governmental,
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changes are
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that will
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to exceed
technical advances, our interdependence on the Internet and the
economic boon of big data cannot
be unwound.
As a nation, we are grappling
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US Needs a Cyber Plan

National Debate, Doctrine Are Critical Steps
with the questions of how far is
too far with surveillance and how
do we define the right balance
among protection of personal
liberties, market participation,
government oversight and protection of our freedoms.
The threats we face — economically and militarily — are nontraditional, asymmetrical and not
necessarily obvious. The “what if”
scenarios of science fiction, from
taking down critical infrastructure to controlling mass media
and creating widespread panic
through disinformation, are imaginable and possible.
Engaging in a national-level
debate about these issues is a
critical step. We are leading in
cyber innovation and technology,
but capabilities worldwide are
rapidly changing. To maintain
global leadership, we must recognize that we are acting in a highly
connected world; diplomatic,
economic and national security
considerations can no longer be
defined solely by nation states
and geographic boundaries.

Hacking, cyberterrorism and
espionage do not respect borders
and are never neatly wrapped up
into well-defined packages. We
may not always know exactly
who means to do the US harm,
but we could still find ourselves
trying to triage a situation and
secure our economic assets and
protect our nation’s health. From
a military standpoint, we have
only minutes and seconds to take
countermeasures. The same can
be said of securing our economic
and financial systems, but they
are less structured to respond.
To move forward, President
Barack Obama must convene
experts from government, business, academia and also privacy
proponents and direct them toward an outcome, a desired goal.
That goal is clear: Define, establish and adopt a national-level
doctrine for the cyber era, an
overarching set of principles on
the roles of American business
and government in working toward national security goals.
Such a doctrine should artic-

ulate the expectations that each
of us, as citizens, have in terms of
our government and, yes, our
freedoms. As important, such a
doctrine would define the government’s expectations of its citizens
to help protect our country in this
cyber era, when any node on a
network, including your personal
computer, could be compromised
by those who would do us harm.
The US has been without such
guiding principles since the end
of the Cold War brought our
doctrine of “containment” to a
close. This has led us to lurch
from crisis to crisis. That cycle
must end; continuing on this path
will keep us distracted by the
next headline, delay a comprehensive approach to protect our
democratic rights and freedoms,
and increase our economic and
national security vulnerabilities.
Done correctly, implementation
of a new national-level doctrine
could bring the nation together in
focus and action.
In 2012, I convened a panel of
experts from private industry,
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academia, military intelligence
and government to define the
issues we face in the new world
of cyberwarfare and changing
definitions of both security and
privacy. The approximately 30
members defined a framework
for developing the doctrine. The
major points agreed upon by
these experts are:
n The US views the Internet as
a critical component of its national security and wishes to enforce
a secure, peaceful cyberspace.
n In doing so, the US will take
the lead internationally in cooperation with, but not subject to,
other nations’ desires.
n The US government, in cooperation with the private sector
and individuals, will work to pursue reasonable rules for safe use
and development of cyberspace.
n The US will use all offensive
and defensive means to protect
its citizens and interests in cyberspace.
n The US government will
work in cooperation with its
academic and corporate actors
and citizens to establish a firm
understanding of citizenship in
the cyber age.
We urge the president to take a
bold move and push this debate
ahead to establish a doctrine that
leads the US in the cyber era. N

E. Asia’s Changing Dynamics and the Role of Air Power

ast Asia’s strategic template
is shifting toward a mix of
asymmetrical anti-access/
area-denial threats, low-high
intensity conventional conflicts,
and a range of
nontraditional
security challenges.
Selected
actors, in
particular
China, Japan
and South
Korea, and to
a lesser degree, Taiwan,
are improving
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regional strategic presence in the first half of
the 20th century, East Asian
states can pursue national security strategies based on advanced
power-projection capabilities.
China is overhauling its military

to regain its historical geopolitical
role in the region; Japan is aiming
to overcome the limitations
posed by its pacifist postwar
constitution and the Yoshida
Doctrine; South Korea seeks to
offset any future crises stemming
from great power rivalries; and
Taiwan wants to sustain its deterrence vis-à-vis China.
It is for these reasons that aerospace and naval assets, standoff
precision weapons, ballistic and
cruise missiles, and space-based
C4ISR systems are increasingly
becoming the platforms of choice
to overcome the “tyranny of
geography.”
Despite the ongoing debate
about its intents and capabilities,
China’s People’s Liberation Army
Air Force (PLAAF) is making
rapid and relatively significant
progress in transforming not only
its airpower assets but its strategic priorities, force structures and
operational concepts.
In just over a decade, the
PLAAF has retired most of its
1950s-era Soviet-designed combat
aircraft and replaced them with
more than 400 fourth-generation
fighters (J-10, J-11 variants) armed
with advanced air-to-air missiles
and precision-guided munitions,
and capable of flying in all-weather conditions. China’s first domes-

tically produced airborne warning
and control system aircraft and a
new generation of long-range air
defense systems are operational.
Perhaps most importantly,
China’s defense aviation industry
accelerated its research, development and testing programs,
from the carrier-based multirole
fighter (J-15), the fifth-generation
J-20 and J-31 stealth fighters,
heavy transport aircraft to futureoriented UAV and hypersonic
vehicle systems.
While important technological
hurdles exist, these have not
precluded the PLAAF from conceptualizing long-term visions of
air power.
By 2030, Chinese air power
doctrine envisions conducting
independent air campaigns within
a 3,000-kilometer radius of China’s periphery, shifting its primary
missions from land-based air
defense, interdiction and close-air
support operations toward deterrence and strategic strike at sea.
In this context, PLAAF’s concept of “integrated attack and
defense,” joint counter-air strike
campaigns in conjunction with
the Second Artillery’s anti-ship
ballistic missile capabilities, are
seen as vital in defending China’s
territorial and sovereignty claims
and limiting action by potential

adversaries (the US).

Strategic Ramifications

While reactions to China’s rise
on the global stage have varied,
virtually none of the regional
actors has been comfortable with
China’s increasing military capabilities and more assertive policies, particularly those in
disputes over selected islands in
the South China Sea and East
China Sea. Indeed, none of the
regional actors could oppose
Chinese strategic ambitions without the support of the US.
China’s military challenge poses
significant dilemmas, particularly
for Japan, which has been constrained by historical, political
and legal predicaments of the
US-Japan alliance. In recent
years, however, Japan has taken
steps toward more robust security policy (dynamic defense) that
seeks greater strategic and operational flexibility. Japan’s Self
Defense Forces are gradually
shifting their stance from traditional static defense toward more
power-projection and deterrent
capabilities, with the procurement of MV-22 Ospreys, F-35
fighters, Global Hawk drones and
amphibious troop carriers.
Similarly, South Korea’s ongoing defense reforms have aimed

not only to strengthen capabilities vis-à-vis North Korea, but
also to develop joint air and naval
capabilities that would complement a long-term US strategic
presence in East Asia.
To this end, South Korea’s future force modernization programs are likely to include the
procurement of F-35 stealth fighters, multirole helicopters, submarines, destroyer experimental
vessels, surface-to-air missiles,
early warning systems, precisionstrike assets and next-generation
C4ISR.
East Asia’s changing strategic
realities coupled with the diffusion of next-generation airpower,
maritime and space-based weapon technologies will increasingly
constrain the US ability to shape
the regional security environment. China’s greater powerprojection capabilities and efforts
to regain what it views as its
“rightful” strategic presence in
East Asia will greatly complicate
crisis management by the US and
its allies. N
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